SOME   CRITICS  OF   AUTHORITARIANISM
appears at first to be Vacherot,1 who won the distinction of
being sentenced in 1860 to a year's imprisonment for his book
La Democratic. (It is an eloquent comment on the depths to
which French politics had fallen that this mild essay should
have created such a sensation.) He lays down clearly that " the
State has its own domain, of which the limits must be clearly
fixed according to the needs of the country, not necessarily
according to English or American precedent," declares that
the French nation became a political society only at the time of
the Revolution, when rights became guaranteed, and goes out
of his way to attack all religion as intolerant, authoritarian and
static, and therefore contrary to all democracy, adding that
Catholicism and Despotism were brothers. On social questions
he appears more awake than most of his contemporaries, de-
claring that the " Liberal school tended to sanction economic
privileges and serfdom, was too easily resigned to the present
destitution of popular classes " and attacked the wage system
as anti-democratic and unequal. And yet this champion of
individual rights and democracy had so little understanding
of the real needs of the case as to state quite cheerfully that,
while he abominated the maxim L'Etat c'est moi> he had no
distrust towards a really democratic State, where no class or
dynastic interest is entangled with the social interest of which
that institution is the real organ. The drawing of the distinction
between State and Government is an ample guarantee for the
freedom of citizens and the independence of officials, and he
goes on to say that people are too suspicious of centralization;
" decentralization is no guarantee of freedom and the worst
tyranny can be that of the Commune. In a society invincibly
guarded by the Liberal virtues of its citizens no engine of
tyranny is seriously to be feared. And in any case such an
essentielles, qui put s'adapter presque indifferement aux diverses formes
d'fitat que 1'avenir recflait en son ombre " (Esmein, Cours de Droit consti-
tutiennel, p. 429).
1 fitienne Vacherot (1809-1897). As assistant - director of the ficole
Normale Sup^rieure he had drafted the clear-sighted report onTaine which we
quoted in the last chapter. Chief works: LaDtmocratie (1859), La Democratic
Hbtrale (1892).
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